Editorial

The NHS Health Checks programme: A better alternative

The NHS Health Checks public health programme aims ‘to prevent heart disease, stroke, diabetes and kidney disease, and raise awareness of dementia both across the population and within high risk and vulnerable groups’ by inviting everyone in England aged 40–74 without known cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or a number of other conditions for a health check every five years, at an estimated annual cost of £450 million in 2015.\(^1,2\) The Health Checks literature avoids calling the programme medical screening, but this is misrepresentation, and should not exempt the Health Checks programme from being evaluated as medical screening. The programme is, in fact, a collection of screening tests. It does not adequately define the disorders being screened for, and none of the tests, as described, meet the requirements of a worthwhile screening test.\(^2,3\) The Health Checks programme does not set out the screening performance of each element in screening for the disorders insofar as they are defined and fails to quantify the preventive effects. Describing the programme as ‘a free midlife MOT’\(^4\) is misleading, because it creates the false impression that a problem identified can be immediately fixed, and it ignores the false-positives and false-negatives inherent in medical screening.

Implicit in the Health Checks programme is a presumption that the early detection of a disease is automatically a benefit, which is not the case. There is an unwarranted implication in the programme that screening for kidney disease using serum creatinine is worthwhile and that screening for diabetes in people with high blood pressure using a fasting blood sugar or glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) is useful in reducing the complications of diabetes, such as diabetic retinopathy. Without evidence of benefit in relation to outcomes, offering such screening as a public service should be deferred. It is also of concern that the programme recommends ‘raising awareness’ of dementia. For a condition without a remedy, such a recommendation is, at best, of questionable value.

Screening for cardiovascular disease in Health Checks involves computing a person’s 10-year risk of developing cardiovascular disease using the Qrisk\(^\) algorithm, by performing blood tests and a limited physical examination, asking questions including ethnic origin, and using postcode to assess socioeconomic status. Needless activity and cost are put into determining cardiovascular disease risk as precisely as possible. A person’s initial risk is not what they need to know in screening and can be misunderstood.\(^5\) It is the benefit arising from screening that needs to be specified, not the entry risk. The relevant information is the chance that they will benefit as a result of screening and preventive medication and if they do, how many years of life they will be expected to gain without a cardiovascular disease event. The Health Checks programme fails to specify the best preventive medication. A statin is recommended to screen positive individuals regardless of their cholesterol level, but blood pressure lowering medication is only recommended if the blood pressure is high. This is inconsistent. Reducing blood pressure, whatever the starting level, reduces risk in the same way that reducing LDL cholesterol also reduces risk whatever the starting level.\(^6\) The programme thus involves undergoing an unnecessarily complex screening assessment followed by partial treatment in individuals who are screen positive.

The fact that the Health Checks programme is unlikely to be very effective\(^7\) does not mean that a properly designed screening programme for future heart attacks and strokes would be ineffective. There is good evidence that this would be worthwhile. Lowering blood pressure and LDL cholesterol reduces the incidence of heart attacks and strokes and preventive medication can safely lower these two causal risk factors.\(^6,8\) A simple, inexpensive and effective screening policy based on a person’s age alone could be used to identify increased risk.\(^9\) Age is the single strongest predictor of a future heart attack or stroke other than already having had one. With a screening test based on age alone, there is no screening barrier because age-screening can be performed without interaction with the person screened; compliance is 100%. Any non-participation arises only from invitees not taking up the offer of preventive medication. Using an age cut-off of 50 would detect over 90% of the people who, in the absence of preventive medication, would experience a first heart attack or stroke.\(^10,11\) Among those aged 50 and over, one in three would directly benefit from preventive medication and on average they would gain eight years of life without a first heart attack or stroke.\(^11\) The preventive medication is highly effective, very safe and cost-effective.\(^10,12,13\) Selecting individuals for preventive medication on the basis of age removes the cost and workload associated with performing the Qrisk\(^\)\(^2\) assessments. The recommended risk cut-off for preventive medication has been reduced in current clinical guidelines\(^14,15\) and, as has been pointed out, ‘beyond a certain age, such a large proportion of the population would be included that estimation of risk levels becomes redundant’.\(^16\) Thus, complex multi-factor screening methods reduce to a simple age-based screening approach.
The NHS Health Checks programme should be reviewed, and deconstructed into its separate parts, each of which should then be evaluated as individual screening programmes. Some parts could be abandoned altogether. For those parts of the programme where there are uncertain health benefits, appropriate research needs to be carried out to fill the gaps in knowledge. For other parts, such as screening for cardiovascular disease, the Health Checks approach should be replaced with a simple screening policy based on age alone, and effective preventive medication, for which there is sufficient evidence on efficacy, safety and cost to be introduced in pilot programmes.
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